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Composer and Package Manager for Delphi and C++Builder Instant Updates During the decade that
has passed since its introduction, Delphi has become a powerful, object-oriented development
platform that is readily adaptable and exceptionally flexible. It is used for a wide range of
applications including multimedia, games, utilities, and more. The Delphi environment offers several
features that speed development, many of which have been enhanced in Delphi XE5 and Delphi XE5.
In addition, two strong features, Codelite and Smart Packages, provide collaborative object code
editing and dependency management for cross-language object code libraries. Static dependency
checking and other static code analysis features also are included in Delphi XE5 and Delphi XE5.
Instant Updates Delphi XE5 and XE5 both include a new feature that allows the user to easily and
quickly update existing applications. Updated applications are delivered automatically to the
customer after the initial download. Updates are available as patches for the installed version and as
a separate download. The benefit of this feature is not just in the ability to update code in an existing
application. The new updates feature also allows the customer to be informed when a new version of
Delphi and Delphi XE5 becomes available. This is of importance to large customers who use multiple
Delphi XE5 or Delphi XE5 versions. New updates allow the customer to be notified of updated
versions when they are released to the customer. Automated update process Delphi XE5 and XE5
introduce an automated update process. The Customer Center in the Delphi Help menu provides
options to download update files and install them on the user's computer. If an update is available
for an installed Delphi XE5 or Delphi XE5, the process is as follows: Select the appropriate option
from the Customer Center and then wait for the update to download and install.
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